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When you’re using many online tools and cloud storage apps for work, it’s easy to lose track. Eesel is a program that allows you to manage productivity by aggregating tasks and documents.Stop wasting valuable time and energy. Eesel is a free and innovative tool that helps you be more productive and
clear-minded.Eesel is compatible with mostly all of the utilities that you use throughout the day, even if they’re custom-designed for your company. Instead of spending time looking for files on various pages, you’ll have access to them in one location. By pressing control-shift-e on Windows or command-e
on a Mac, you can access the extension from any page. It also offers a few internal analytics tools. The one flaw is that you can’t customize the order of the items. Eesel works by accessing your browser history. According to the company’s privacy policy, because the tool manages your Google activity, it
does collect personal information. All of your data exists in your browser’s local storage, so it can never be accessed by anyone other than you. Where can you run this program? The eesel extension runs entirely locally and is compatible with Google Chrome. Is there a better alternative? Yes. There are
many task management apps available that offer more features such as Trello and Taco. FYI, for example, integrates with Slack, and you can organize pages by importance.Eesel helps boost productivity since it brings work from a range of tools into one place. While it lacks features, it’s clean and simple
to use Should you download it? Yes. This extension is helpful for accessing important pages quickly.HighsIntuitive navigationMinimalist designEasy to set upLowsNo drag and drop or customization options The 19th game in the PES franchise brings about a handful of changes, new characters, and a
need to relearn some mechanics from the previous games.eFootball PES offers a few new features at an immense cost to your wallet. This iteration is focused on online play and competitive rankings. The PES series is well known for its use of iconic football stars and the teams that they play on. They
have also had a strong focus on high quality with every new title they release. This version of the game brings in enhanced graphics and animations. This is great for computers that render models at higher levels of detail than consoles and offer a smoother display of frame rate. Whether you’re using a
keyboard or a controller, though, the controls are smooth and comfortable. However, in order to take advantage of the high-quality visuals, you’ll need a powerful console or computer. This game is quite heavy on your device’s resources and needs a middle to high-end processor and graphics card before
you can play a match. The 19th game in the series changes the way dribbling and passing work. This is all thanks to the new context-sensitive kick accuracy, which is harder to use. It all depends on a player’s posture, position, and how much pressure the opposite team puts on him. For the exorbitant
price you pay, you’ll receive Ronaldinho and Messi on a ten-match loan and a host of other benefits. For a higher price, the game will give you Ronaldinho permanently. This title shines in its online competitive mode, where you show off your skills to the online community. This opens up avenues for
eSports competitions and a way to play with friends online. Where can you run this program? eFootball PES 2020 is available for Windows 7 through 10. It also runs on Xbox One and PlayStation 4. Is there a better alternative? No. This is one of the best options available. However, there are wackier
alternatives such as Rocket League or Supraball that use unique mechanics to rethink the sport.eFootball PES 2020 is an expensive continuation of the PES game series, but is only slightly different than its predecessor. With so few changes, you might wonder why they’d release such a similar title every
year. Should you download it? No. If you’re a hardcore football fan or want to prove your skills in online matches, this is a good choice.HighsEnhanced animationsOnline competitive modeLowsExpensiveSteep learning curveHeavy on resource usage Built-in search functionalities on Windows can be
painfully slow. Everything is a third-party app that bypasses these functions and organizes your data for never-quicker searches and sharing.Everything is a lightweight, free desktop search utility that indexes your files into databases for easy access. Everything is free to download, and its functionalities
make it useful for virtually any desktop user. It creates an index of files on your PC, which significantly adds to search speed. Everything shows you default columns for each index, including Name, Date Modified, Size, and Path. You can even add extras. It also lets you move folders, delete them, and
more. Another handy use of this utility is housekeeping. Search functions let you find all files of a specific type for simple handling of what you store. While you can search for data using keywords, this program cannot find documents and emails.  It doesn't perform a full-text search, either. Finally,
Everything brings a sharing feature to the table by creating an HTTP server and transferring all your indexed files there. It comes in a portable version, too, for users on the go. Where can you run this program? Everything runs on Windows 7 64-bit and either version of higher OS editions. Is there a better
alternative? Yes, Listary is a software program that comes with more functions than Everything. Agent Ransack is otherwise equally efficient and FSearch is the ideal alternative for Linux.Everything packs quite a punch for such a lightweight program. Although it lacks some advanced features, it
compensates by being free and so lean. Should you download it? Yes, if you’re a Windows user and you store plenty of data on your PC.HighsComprehensiveQuick searchLight on resourcesEasy to useHTTP server share featureLowsLacks full-text searchNo index filters Stremio makes it possible for
users to watch online video content from several famous sites and organize all their viewing interests in one place.Once you create an account, you start making your library. There, you will keep track of the series, channels, and movies you regularly watch. There are many streaming options available,
but Stremio is a bit different. It aims to create and improve the experience of a home theater PC. Three main features comprise this service - the streaming, search option, and library. They are all further developed to meet your needs in greater detail. There’s also a search option where you can find
content along with its information and synopsis.The streaming is straightforward and includes free sources as well as paid services. Select a title you want to watch, and you will see the prices of HD and standard resolution, and the available sources. You’ll also find some handy features including
subtitles, social media sharing, streaming on your network and more.Those who watch a lot of movies and TV series will enjoy the calendar options, which allow you to track the release dates and available sources for the content of your choice. Naturally, there will also be recommendations for other
shows you may like based on the acquired information.Where can you run this program?This program is primarily for Windows, and it runs on Windows 7 and later versions. Besides, you can use it on your Mac, Android, and Apple device.Is there a better alternative?Yes. Kodi is a good free alternative to
Stremio, which also offers free TV, movies, and much more.Stremio is an excellent entertainment hub to enhance the home cinema experience. It’s far from redundant, but a mixture of the best many other streaming services have to offer.Should you download it?Yes, especially if you spend a lot of time
watching video content, you will find it highly beneficial.HighsEasy-to-use interfaceOperates across various devicesNo bufferingA lightweight programLowsIn-app advertisements can be annoyingNot all shows availableA free painting and drawing toolTo strengthen your planning and development
skillsFree full-fledged development environmentFree VPN with high securityAcademic tool to supervise studentsFree video chatroom applicationClean-up, speed-up, optimize your PC with this handy all-in-oneFree IDE for Arduino projects TransMac is a Windows utility software that can manage files and
folders available on Apple devices. It works on several Mac-formatted storage devices, including USB drives, CDs, and hard drives. TransMac is also capable of mounting and burning disc image files. You can try the app’s various features with the 15-day free trial period.  If you frequently toggle between
two operating systems, you’ll appreciate the utility of TransMac software. It is essentially a storage manager that lets Windows users access the file system utilized by Apple devices. Once launched, you can use the tool to open, edit, copy, move, rename, and delete Mac folders and files. How does
TransMac work?You must be aware that Windows operating systems can’t access or copy data from Mac-formatted devices. However, with the help of TransMac, Windows users can transfer files from macOS discs and save them on their PCs. The latest version of the file management software offers
speed improvements and acts as a great tool to manage images, videos, documents, and more. Developed by Acute Systems, TransMac full version free download comes with an in-built search bar that lets users find the files they wish to modify. It also includes filters that you can use to look up folders
by date, extension, and size, among other options. Moreover, all files open in ‘read-only’ mode to prevent unnecessary changes. However, you can easily update this default feature from the settings menu of the app. In addition to file management, TransMac software lets users mount, create, and burn
disc images in different formats. That includes file types such as ISO, IMG, and DMG files. When it comes to supporting mac-formatted discs, the software supports HFS, HFS+, and PFS format disk drives, along with HD floppies, CDs, DVDs, Blu-ray files, and more. The app has a simple interfaceAfter
completing the TransMac download, you can install the tool as an executable or a ZIP file. Either way, the program will remain identical and provide several options while setting up. With regards to the interface, the layout is simple and user-friendly. It features a classic window with subtle theme variations
and toolbar options that remain out of sight until needed. The panel on the left side of the TransMac software has a tree-view menu that makes finding essential tools easier. Additionally, the app has an Options menu that includes separate settings for macOS and Windows OS. A general settings menu
lets users configure the app’s disc burning capabilities. TransMac also includes multiple user manuals with screenshots and FAQs for the benefit of the users. Does TransMac have any advanced features?With the help of TransMac download, you can read and write Mac-format storage devices, such as
hard drives, CDs, DVDs, floppy disks, and USB drives. The software can even read the contents of hybrid CDs and MAC multisession CDs. In addition to this, the tool can map extensions and file types between platforms. It can also work with different drive formats like IDE, FireWire, ATAPI, IDE, and
SCSI.Is TransMac free?You can use TransMac for free during its 15-day trial period. Once the trial ends, users must purchase a single or multi-user TransMac key for a lifetime. You can download this application on all versions of Windows, including Vista, XP, and Windows 8. In case you want to check
out a few TransMac alternatives, you can explore HFSE Explorer, Power ISO, and 3uTool. With the help of TransMac software, you can work between two operating systems effortlessly. The software lets you easily create, modify, copy, rename, zip, or move Mac files to and from your Windows desktop.
While few glitches may pop up when you work, it remains a handy software if you need to manage Mac-formatted storage devices from your PC. Should you download it?If you wish to manage Apple disc files from a Windows operating system, there’s no better tool than TransMac. It’s a user-friendly tool
that comes with a 15-day trial period. The software lets you modify, create, edit, and delete contents of Mac-formatted discs and also lets you mount, burn, and create disc images. TransMac download also offers a helpful user manual for beginners and advanced users. One of the greatest gifts you could
give yourself is to seek, find, and apply truth in your life. This is the path to becoming a healthy person. Aligning yourself with the truth permits a better person to eventually emerge from within. If you happen to agree then you will love the Johari Window. Years ago two gentlemen came up with this little
creature. Their respective names were Joseph Luft and Harry Ingham. The Johari Window helps you to categorize conscious and subconscious areas of your life. The window works much like a grid. It goes from the obvious and more conscious areas of your life to the less obvious areas that your may not
be aware of. The Johari Window can be looked at from many angles and provides four basic forms of the Self (the Public, Private, Blind, and Undiscovered Self).The Public Self is what you and others see in you. You typically do not mind discussing with others this part of you. Most of the time you agree
with this view you have and others have of you.The Private or Hidden Self is what you see in yourself but others don’t. In this part you hide things that are very private about yourself. You do not want this information to be disclosed for the reason of protection. It could also be that you may be ashamed of
these areas due to vulnerability to having your faults, weaknesses, and dysfunctions exposed. This area equally applies to your good qualities that you don’t want to advertise to the world due to modesty.The Blind Self is what you do not see in yourself but others see in you. You might see yourself as an
open-minded person when, in reality, people around you consider you an anatomical posterior (wink). This area also works the other way. You might see yourself as a “dumb” person while others might consider you incredibly bright. Sometimes those around you might not tell you what they see because
they are scared of you, fear offending you, or might consider it a waste of time. It is in this arena that people sometimes detect that your talk and your walk don’t match. Sometimes body-language shows this mismatch. The Undiscovered or Unknown Self is the self that you cannot see nor others around
you. In this category there might be good and bad things that are out of the awareness of others and yours.The Johari Window is a very helpful internal and external communication grid (intra-psychic and interpersonal). You may find it quite useful as you journey forward into the discovery of who you
are.Samuel López De Victoria, Ph.D. is an adjunct professor at Miami Dade College, and a psychotherapist in private practice. He can be contacted at .
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